
 
NXA Studios Presents... A Focus on Character(s) 
Some things we do fairly well - Characters are not one of those things... 

Dwayne Mason, NXA Studios 

Everybody is good at something... Well, most everyone. Some are good at several 

different things, while others become truly great at one thing in particular. 

Rarely does this happen by accident - typically it is the result of a determined effort 

combined with drive, practice, patience - and a desire to become the best. 

 

NXA Studios specializes in creating some of the Industry's highest quality Character Assets 

At NXA Studios the first couple of projects that we landed (back in 2011) just 

happened to be character-heavy productions. We started our company with a core 

group of experienced (and very well-rounded) artists. Our focus at the time was on 

providing high quality work to our clients, and being as well-rounded as possible for 

a small production team. After all we didn't want to lose any potential projects due 

to not having the artists on staff with the experience necessary to do them well. 

But then a funny thing happened. When we started out we assumed that as an art 

outsourcer in the game dev industry, we'd probably be getting at least 70% of our 

production work in as 'props' - crates, barrels, garbage dumpsters, forklifts, utility 

poles, etc. You all know what I mean. Which is fine for business and quite typical for 

outsourcing as we know it. 

What happened for us, though, was a bit different than what we expected. Oh we 

did get several projects in that were chock full of props. We still do them quite 

regularly even now. Actually they have become a bit of a fun challenge these days, 

due to the extremely high level of realism and 'beauty' that is required for assets in 

the current console generation. 

But our path took a different turn. We landed several interesting character-heavy 

projects right off the bat. So we began hiring in more accomplished character artists, 

and we began training the artists that we had in some of the finer points of creating 

excellence in character model design and production. This in turn led us to more 

(and more complex) 'character-intensive' projects. Soon we were deeply involved in 

some of the most character-heavy games in the industry, and we've never looked 

back. Now when people ask what our specialty is, the answer is almost automatic... 

"Fire Hydrants!" - But seriously, we do love doing those too. 

Please contact NXA Studios at  nxa@nxastudios.com for more information or a free 

detailed price quote. 
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